
Pre-conference workshop day: 
Monday, 21st October 2019

13:00 Registration and coffee: Enjoy early introductions and networking opportunities with your peers

14:00 Workshop:  
Adopting best practice for patenting of software, within the age of AI and IOT – insights from the EPO
In an era when digital systems are becoming more and more relevant in our daily lives, crafting ‘smart’ patent 
applications sit at the heart of businesses.

This session will be an exclusive opportunity to be exposed to the guidance of the European Patent Office and their 
approach towards handling your software patent applications - allowing attendees to take away top tips from the  
leading authority and tailor the advice within their own organisations.

This interactive workshop session will consist of a brief reference to the legal provisions, the guidelines and the case 
law of the EPO Boards of Appeal, a presentation of the EPO examiners’ approach to claims consisting of a mix of  
technical and non-technical features, and concrete advice as to how to prosecute your software related application  
on the basis of examples worked out by the participants.

What will you gain?
• Improved knowledge on how to draft software patent applications more efficiently
• A comprehensive and structured ‘check list’ of do’s and don’t’s for patenting your software-related inventions
• Increased awareness of the examination process within the EPO
• The ability to adopt a practical approach towards problem-solving and tailor the advice towards the needs of

your organisation

Dr. Maarten Bruinsma, PE examiner in cluster Mobility & Mechatronics, EPO

17:00 Close of workshop

17:15 Pre-conference networking reception

Maarten Bruinsma joined the EPO in 2006 after various research positions in experimental particle physics in the 
Netherlands, Germany, and the US. His field covers in particular navigation systems, gyroscopes, compasses, surveying 
equipment and related technologies. He is a member of the CII Guidelines Revision Working Group at the EPO and active in 
the harmonisation and outreach efforts on Computer Implemented Inventions within and outside the EPO.

Dr. Maarten Bruinsma,  
PE examiner in cluster Mobility & 
Mechatronics, EPO

About your workshop leader: 
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08:15 Registration and networking breakfast 

09:05 Chairperson opening remarks
 Danielle Lewensohn, Director, IPR Management, Raysearch Laboratories AB

09:15 Keynote: Brand protection strategies for the digital age
 With the rise of technologies heating up, the ability to effectively protect IP and brands remains difficult. How can  
 we utilise blockchain technology and AI to assist in brand protection strategies? Equally, with the convergence of  
 technologies like IoT for tracking, how can new programmes such as this assist in anti-counterfeiting?
 Lauren A. Dienes-Middlen, SVP, Assistant General Counsel – Intellectual Property, WWE

09:45 Strategising approaches to IP licensing
 • How key is licensing your IP as a means of ensuring continued commercial viability of a portfolio?
 • What are the challenges when looking to license a patent globally?
 • How can you prepare your IP portfolio, prior to the licensing stage, to ensure you are prepared to handle the  
  international challenge?
 Johanna Wright, Senior Patent Attorney, Volvo Group

10:15 Icebreaker: Networking bingo 
 A highlight of Legal IQ events now returns in 2019! You will have several 2 minute conversations to enable you to  
 introduce yourself to your peers and add to your contact pool. There is a prize in it for the winner so get networking!
 Please Share:
 1. Who you are
 2. The scope of your job role
 3. Your #1 challenge

10:30 Morning break

11:00 Anti-counterfeiting measures in a contentious world
 • How much does counterfeiting remain a key challenge to businesses in today’s world?
 • What are the new and innovative means businesses have sought to protect themselves and their IP’s?
 • How can you best protect your IP through effective anti-counterfeiting strategies?
 Anais Eiden, Global Head – Legal, Vallourec

11:30 Open Innovation and IP
 • What is Open Source Software (OSS) and what are its uses?
 • What strategies must be taken into account with OSS, and how does this affect the wider business?
 • How can you minimise the patent risks associated? 
 Masato End, Head of IP Division, Toyota Motor Corporation

12:00 Patent data analysis
 • What is the main usage of patent data analysis?
 • How can data analysis strengthen your patents?
 • What is the measurable ROI of such software?
 PatSnap

12:30 Networking lunch

13:30 Panel discussion: Promoting innovative technology transfer
 • Given the value potential that IP holds to any business ensuring adequate protection is essential, how important  
  is continuous innovation?
 • With such intricate innovation systems, how do you ensure open innovation is not stifled?
 • What is the possible role of authorities in fostering development and promotion of methods to help secure   
 valuation methods?
 Panellists:
 Patrick McCutcheon, Senior IP Expert, European Commission
 Bart Lindekens, Director, Intellectual Property, Innoenergy
 Ief Daems, Legal Director, Cisco Systems
 Fredrik Edman, Head of IP, LU Innovation

Conference day one: 
Tuesday, 22nd October 2019
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14:15 Interactive roundtable discussions: 
 Attendees will separate into small groups and over the course of the session have the opportunity to work through 
two of the below topics with 30 minutes allocated per table. Each discussion group will have a facilitator who will 
guide the discussion and use the remaining time to feedback key takeaways to the rest of the room, ensuring you 
don’t miss any of the details captured!

15:30 Afternoon break

16:00 Utilising trade secrets to safeguard your IP and brand
• How much protection do Trade Secrets offer to innovations and assets?
• What are the benefits to implementing trade secret protection, and how can this aid your patent portfolio?
• Does this protection outweigh the potential for patent monopoly?
Sean Alexander, Senior Director, Elanco

16:30 The intersection of IP and artificial intelligence
• The relationship between AI and intellectual property has grown increasingly complex
• How can AI be used to assist in the development of IP? And in what way has this changed our approach?
• What impact would AI have on the inventive step and non obvious criteria? What is the likely effect on patent

prosecution?
Francesco Macchetta, IP Strategic Advisor, Bracco

17:00 Chairperson closing remarks
Danielle Lewensohn, Director, IPR Management, Raysearch Laboratories AB

17:15 End of day one and drinks reception

Conference day one: 
Tuesday, 22nd October 2019
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08:30 Registration and networking breakfast

09:00 Chairperson opening remarks and recap of day one
Danielle Lewensohn, Director, IPR Management, Raysearch Laboratories AB

09:15 Keynote: Optimising a multinational IP strategy
  To ensure the continued efficacy of current IP portfolios, many companies implement either in large companies,  

or SME’s.As we know, implementing a global IP strategy is essential within an ever more interconnected world, but 
what systems can you develop internally to ensure a harmonious approach to IP?
Dixon Soh, Head of Legal, Intellectual Property Office of Singapore

09:45 Panel discussion: Developing sustainability through intellectual property
• With the move towards global sustainability a priority, its important that the development and innovation of IP is

capable of supporting this
• What are the current merits and shortcomings of global IP regimes within the paradigm of sustainability goals?
• How can we best ensure our impact on the environment is minimised through smart IP strategies?

Panellists:
Raluca Radu, Legal Director, Fairphone
Andreas Iwerbäck, Director, Group IP Intelligence, Husqvarna
Sarah Norkor Anku, State Attorney, Registrar General’s Office
Mirjam Ros, Director Commercial, Contracts & Legal and Human Resources, Airbus Defense and Space

10:30 Docketing the business way
• How can you map your portfolio costs to ensure profitability?
• What are the best means available to keep your budget under control?
• What is the actual business case?
Questel

11:00 Morning break

11:30 IP access into emerging markets
• Given the wide range of new options presented by the emerging markets, how can you position your IP portfolio

to succeed?
• How has the intellectual property landscape matured over the last decade, and what are the opportunities
 associated?
• What are the risks that can potentially stifle investment and innovation, and how can you best avoid these?
Olivia Becker, Senior Vice President, Ocean Tomo International

12:00 Chinese IP and litigation trends – an update of developments
• How has the recent trade war affected the Chinese intellectual property landscape?
• To what extent can the Chinese market be described as having matured enough for external businesses?
• With an increasing number of infringements within this sector, how best can IP portfolios be protected when

entering the market?
Jeff Lindsey, Head of R&D and IP, Lume

12:30 Networking lunch

13:30 Optimising international prosecution strategies using PPH
• How has the Patent Prosecution Highway (PPH) helped reduce the time during patent applications using positive

examinations from other patent offices?
• How can this be of benefit to industry looking to ensure protection is secured faster?
• What are the advantages PPH offers when looking to reduce costs?
Jan-Willem Goedmakers, Head of IP, Stamicarbon

14:00 Developing a global brand protection programme
• How can we develop a 360 degree protection strategy to ensure adequate portfolio coverage?
• In what ways must brand protection strategies evolve in line to ensure business wide visibility and protection?
• What technologies and innovations an you use to leverage your brand protection strategy?
Jan de Visser, Brand Protection, Senior Director, Philips

Conference day two: 
Wednesday, 23rd October 2019
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14:30 Anti-counterfeit strategy from a Chinese perspective
Securing patent protection can often become an expensive and protracted process. There exist a number of
alternative methods to protect your IP, including Trade Secrets, Copyrighting and Trademarking IP, among others.
How can you know which is the best option for your business, and how can you ensure your IP is sufficiently

 protected?
Mei Hsin Wang, CEO, Head of IP, China BioMedical

15:00 Afternoon break

15:30 Industry focus groups: Digital focus
In this interactive session, you will have the opportunity to deep-dive in to one specific topic, discussing the specific 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with approaches to the below topics

16:30 Live chat summary session – IP in 2020
An opportunity to wind-down, reflect on learnings, create next-steps and follow up activities and consolidate   
learnings throughout the last two days.
This session will look at the tangible takeaways from today and the previous day, and call on your input to help form 
the basis for the post event report, to be shared with all attendees following the conference. 

Facilitated by:
Danielle Lewensohn, Director, IPR Management, Raysearch Laboratories AB

17:00 Chairperson closing remarks and close of IP World Summit 2019
Danielle Lewensohn, Director, IPR Management, Raysearch Laboratories AB

Conference day two: 
Wednesday, 23rd October 2019

Legal IQ is an online community dedicated to providing 42,000 legal professionals with news,
information resources, networking and most significantly, industry events. You will receive access to our 
growing library of multi-media presentations from industry leaders, an email newsletter updating you 
on new content that has been added, free aggregated news feed from over 1000 global news sources 
tracking your industry and special member only discounts on events.

Become a member here: www.legaliqonline.com/member
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